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1 Introduction
Dualities along the landscape of superstring compactications are one of the most impor-
tant features of string theory. Among the known dualities, mirror symmetry for compacti-
cations of Type II superstrings on Calabi-Yau (CY) manifolds is one of the most powerful.
One of its manifestations, in the context of perturbative string theories at large volume, is
the statement that two-dimensional sigma-models with dierent CY targets are related to
exactly marginal deformations of the same two-dimensional SCFT [1{4]. The full quantum
duality is expected to be even deeper than that, giving rise to an isomorphism for the whole
quantum physics of the mirror compactications [5{9].
Similar dualities have been conjectured for manifolds with holonomy G2 [10{13], giving
rise to a network of generalized mirror symmetries | see gure 1. Let J be a manifold
with G2 holonomy, and let J
_ denote its G2-mirror. The vertical G2-mirror map  in
gure 1 has been conjectured based on the fact that the compactications of the Type IIA
and Type IIB supergravities on J agree [11]. The horizontal G2-mirror map , which is
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Figure 1. Dualities for type II superstrings on a mirror pair of G2 holonomy manifolds (J; J
_).
going to be the focus of the present note, arises from four T-dualities via a generalization
of the SYZ argument [13]. Similar conjectures were originally formulated in the context
of appropriate 2d extended N = 1 SCFTs describing strings propagating on G2-holonomy
manifolds [10] (see also [14]).1 As in the CY case [19], the origin of mirror symmetry from
the CFT perspective is the presence of a non-trivial mirror automorphism of the (right
moving) extended N = 1 algebra [9, 20, 21]. In particular, the case of the Joyce T 7=(Z2)3
orbifolds has been analysed in detail in [21], where each map in gure 1 was given an
elegant interpretation in these terms. The moduli spaces of such 2d N = 1 SCFTs are
typically larger than the geometric moduli spaces usually considered by mathematicians,
analogue to what happens for the Kahler moduli spaces of CYs [10]. In the case of G2
special holonomy, the 2d theories have a conformal manifold of dimension b2 + b3 = b2 + b4,
where bn denotes the n-th Betti number of the manifold. In particular, G2-mirror pairs
must satisfy the Shatashvili-Vafa relation [10]
b2(J) + b3(J) = b2(J
_) + b3(J_): (1.1)
Notice that this agrees with what is expected from the reduction of the 9+1 dimensional
Type II supergravities to 2+1 dimensions on a G2 holonomy manifold preserving 4 super-
charges. In particular, the (Kahler) metric on such moduli spaces should correspond to the
Zamolodchikov metric [22] on the conformal manifold for the 2d N = 1 theory, analogously
to what happens in the CY case [23].
Recently, lots of progress has been made in producing examples of compact G2 holon-
omy manifolds. Indeed, at least 50 million can be easily generated by means of twisted
connected sums (TCS) of asymptotically cylindrical CY three-folds, following [24, 25]. The
physical implications of this fact are stunning.2 In particular, it is very natural to ask about
the G2-mirror map in this context.
In the CY case, the largest class of examples of Calabi-Yau manifolds for which a
mirror is readily constructed (and in fact the largest class of examples of CY manifolds)
is given by CY hypersurfaces and complete intersections in toric varieties [28, 29]. This
construction rests on the polar duality between reexive polytopes. A similar structure is
in place for asymptotically cylindrical CY threefolds, whenever these are built from dual
pairs of tops [30]. These give rise to G2 manifolds in the TCS construction, and we claim
1See also [15{18] for the corresponding sigma-models.
2See e.g. [26, 27] for a discussion in the context of M-theory.
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that for this class of examples a structure analogous to that of the Batyrev mirror map is
in place: the G2-mirror pairs are canonically obtained by switching the roles of the dual
tops used in the construction. We present an heuristic derivation of the above conjecture
and a preliminary consistency check by verifying that the pairs of G2 holonomy manifolds
so obtained indeed satisfy the Shatashvili-Vafa relation. Our method allows to construct
several millions of examples of such pairs, and we have discussed some explicitly to illustrate
the power of the method.
In the case of CY 3-folds, mirror symmetry entails, in particular, the isomorphism of
the lattices Heven(X;Z) and Hodd(X_;Z) [31{33]. It is natural to expect an analogous phe-
nomenon in the context of G2-mirrors. Indeed, as detailed in section 3.4, our construction
directly yields the analogous relation
H2(J;Z)H4(J;Z) ' H2(J_;Z)H4(J_;Z) (1.2)
for a G2 mirror pair. Furthermore, we also expect the torsion in H
2(J;Z)  H3(J;Z) to
be preserved. A thorough exploration of this, as well as its physical signicance, is left for
future work.
A consequence of our conjecture is that we are providing examples of several millions
of dual 2d N = 1 sigma models. It would of course be extremely interesting to nd an
understanding of this duality from the 2d perspective, along the lines of e.g. [34{36], and
to study the interplay of this duality with topological G2 strings [37]. Another interesting
angle is given by the geometric engineering perspective. M-theory compactications on J
and J_ lead to inequivalent 4d N = 1 theories which become equivalent only upon circle
reduction, mapping M theory to IIA. In the examples we consider, we have only abelian
gauge groups and this is related to the fact vectors in 3d can be dualized to scalars. It
would be very interesting to extend the G2-mirror map to include examples of G2 manifolds
in which we have more interesting gauge groups and matter contents [38{43], perhaps along
the lines of [44]. A further direction which we leave for future work is the relation among
the duality discussed below and mirror symmetry for CYs | see Remark 1 in [45].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss an heuristic argument for
the G2-mirror symmetry for TCS G2-manifolds based on T -duality, following [8, 13]. In
particular, this entails that the two asymptotically cylindrical CYs are swapped with their
mirrors, and gives a rationale for the structure to be found. In section 3, we review certain
aspects of [30], introduce the class of models which are going to be the focus of the present
paper and formulate our conjecture. In section 4 we discuss some examples, to illustrate
the power of the method. Technical details and proofs can be found in the appendix.
2 Mirror symmetry for TCS: heuristics
To x notation, let us begin with a quick informal review of the construction of TCS G2-
holonomy manifolds [24, 25, 46]. Consider a pair X+ and X  of CY threefolds which are
asymptotically cylindrical, meaning that they have one end which asymptotically has the
form R+  S1  S, where S are smooth K3 surfaces.3 In particular, the metric, Kahler
3For a precise denition see [46], Denition 2.4.
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form, and holomorphic top form on the asymptotic CY cylinders converge to
ds2 = dt
2 + d2 + ds2S ; ! = dt ^ d + !S ; 
3;0 = (d   idt) ^ 
2;0S ; (2.1)
in obvious notation. Now consider the products S1 X+ and S1 X . Each side can be
equipped with a G2-structure
'  d ^ ! + Re(
3;0 ) ? '  12!2   d ^ Im(
3;0 ); (2.2)
where we have denoted by  the coordinate of the extra S1. Consider the asymptotically
cylindrical regions, x an ` > 0 large enough, and let t 2 (`; ` + 1)  R+. Consider the
dieomorphism: ` : S
1 X+ ! S1 X , which in local coordinates is given by
: (; t; ; Z) 7! (; `+ 1  t; ; g(Z)); (2.3)
where g : S+ ! S  is a hyperkahler rotation, i.e. a dieomorphism of K3 surfaces which
induces
gds2S  = ds
2
S+ ; g
Im(
2;0S ) =  Im(

2;0
S+
);
gRe(
2;0S ) = !S+ ; g
!S  = Re(

2;0
S+
):
(2.4)
This is called a matching in [25]. Notice that from the denition follows that
'   '+: (2.5)
Truncating both manifolds S1  X at t = ` + 1 one obtains compact manifolds with
boundaries S1S1S which can be glued via the dieomorphism `. By Theorem 3.12
of [25], for suciently large `, the manifold J so obtained is a G2-holonomy manifold.
A beautiful geometrical approach to G2-mirror symmetry is given by generalizing the
SYZ argument to G2-holonomy manifolds [13]. The G2-holonomy manifolds have two na-
tural classes of calibrated submanifolds, associative submanifolds, which are calibrated by
the 3-form ', and coassociative submanifolds, which are calibrated by ?' [47]. Deforma-
tions of associative submanifolds are obstructed, while deformations of coassociative ones
are not: a coassociative submanifold N has a smooth moduli space of dimension b+2 (N),
the number of self-dual harmonic 2-forms [48]. Let (J; J_) denote a putative G2-mirror
pair. In a compactication of IIA on J , a D0-brane has a moduli space which equals J ,
which must correspond to the moduli space of a wrapped Dp-brane on J_. As we want
a BPS conguration, the only option left is wrapping a coassociative N  J_ with a D4-
brane. The U(1) vector eld on the brane gives rise to b1(N) additional moduli, whence
the physical moduli space has dimension b1(N) + b
+
2 (N). For this to coincide with the D0
brane the moduli spaces must agree, whence b1(N) + b
+
2 (N) = 7. It is hence natural to
conjecture that N ' T 4 [13]. In what follows we are going to argue that this is indeed the
case for the TCS G2 manifolds. Four T-dualities along the cycles of such a T
4 map the
D4-brane on J_ back to the D0-brane on J , so that repeating the argument vice-versa this
entails that J has an analogous T 4 bration. This realizes the G2-mirror map  in gure 1
as four T-dualities along such a coassociative T 4.
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Let us proceed with our heuristic argument about G2-mirror symmetry for such J .
Consider the mirrors X_ of the asymptotically cylindrical Calabi-Yau manifolds X and
let L be the corresponding SYZ special lagrangian T 3 [8]. In the asymptotically cylindrical
region of the manifold X  R+  S1  S, the SYZ special lagrangians must asymptote
to L  S1  , where  are special lagrangian T 2 within the asymptotic K3s with
respect to the K3 complex structure induced by the ambient CY. In particular, they do not
extend along the R+ direction. Let us choose the holomorphic top form on X such that
  i volL = 
3;0 jL : (2.6)
Notice that from eq. (2.2) a special lagrangian L satisfying (2.6) always gives rise to a
coassociative cycle NL  S1  L  S1 X. In particular,
Im(
3;0 ) = d ^ Im(
2;0S)  dt ^ Re(

2;0
S) (2.7)
therefore, for our special lagrangians L we have
Im(
3;0 )jL = d ^

Im(
2;0S)j

; (2.8)
and by tacking the coassociatives N  S1  L  S1 X we get
? 'jN =  d ^ d ^

Im(
2;0S)

j : (2.9)
In particular
(?' jN ) = ?'+jN+ (2.10)
which follows by swapping the two S1s and changing sign of Im(
2;0) as dictated by the
hyperkahler rotation in eq. (2.4). Therefore, the twisted connected glueing dieomorphism
 is also glueing N to a coassociative submanifold M  J which has the topology of a T 4
that may become singular along loci in J . Performing three T-dualities along the L SYZ
bres is mapping X to their mirrors X_ by construction. However, as the cycles of the
asymptotic cylinders are swapped with the extra S1's along the glueing, they must have the
same size and we have to necessarily perform four T-dualities along the T 4 coassociative
M . The resulting manifold is the G2-mirror J
_ of J .
Notice that by construction X_ are asymptotically cylindrical as well. We claim that
J_ is itself a twisted connected sum obtained out of the CY mirrors X_ of X. In order
to show this, the only thing left to do is to discuss how the original hyperkahler rotation
g transforms under G2-mirror symmetry. Notice that in the asymptotically cylindrical
region where the twisted connected sum occurs, we see that two of the four T-dualities
occur along the  special lagrangians within the smooth asymptotic K3 surfaces S,
thus inducing mirror symmetries on the asymptotic K3 bres in the glueing region. The
asymptotic cylinders of the mirror X_ have the form R+  (S1)_  S, where S ! S
is the K3 mirror map as dened e.g. in section 3.4 of [49] (see appendix E for a review).
In fact, compatibility with the K3 mirror symmetry suggests to extend the action of the
hyperkahler rotation in eq. (2.4) to the B eld on K3 as follows
gB  =  B+; (2.11)
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so that a canonical g_ can be obtained by the composition
g_  S+ mir     ! S+ g    ! S  mir     ! S  : (2.12)
Let us proceed by checking that the g_ so dened indeed gives a hyperkahler rotation for
the pair X_. The mirror map S $ S gives, in particular
(!; B;Re(
); Im(
)) ! (Re(
); Im(
); !; B) (2.13)
therefore, the chain of maps in eq. (2.12) reads:
!+ 7! Re(
+) 7! !  7! Re(
 )
Re(
+) 7! !+ 7! Re(
 ) 7! ! 
Im(
+) 7! B+ 7!  B  7!  Im(
 );
(2.14)
and indeed g_ : S+ ! S  is a hyperkahler rotation, as desired. This concludes our
heuristic argument showing that J_ is indeed a G2-holonomy manifold obtained as a twisted
connected sum of the pair (X_+; X_ ), which are the CY mirrors of (X+; X ). Of course,
there are lots of subtleties we are not addressing here (which are in part related with the
subtleties in the original SYZ argument [50, 51] and also go beyond), but this argument is
meant to be no more than a motivation to look for TCS G2-mirror pairs (J; J
_) with such
a structure. Remarkably, such a structure naturally emerges for asymptotically cylindrical
Calabi-Yau threefolds constructed from dual tops [30].
3 Mirror symmetry for G2-manifolds from dual tops
3.1 Building blocks
Building blocks are threefolds which give a remarkably elegant way of producing the asymp-
totically cylindrical CYs needed in the TCS construction of G2-manifolds [24, 25, 46]. A
building block Z is bration  : Z ! P1 (whose generic bre  1(p)  Sp is a non-singular
K3 surface) with the further properties that [24, 25, 46]: i.) the anticanonical class of Z
is primitive4 and equal to the class of the generic bre, S: [ KZ ] = [S]; ii.) we may pick
a smooth and irreducible bre S0, such that there is no monodromy upon orbiting around
S0, i.e. the bration is trivial in the vicinity of S0. There is a natural restriction map
 : H2(Z;Z)! H2(S0;Z) =  3;19 = ( E28 ) U3 ; (3.1)
iii.) denoting the image of  by N , we demand that the quotient  3;19=N is torsion free,
i.e. the embedding N ,!  3;19 is primitive; and iv.) H3(Z;Z) has no torsion. Under these
assumptions, it follows that Z is simply connected and the Hodge numbers H1;0(Z) and
H2;0(Z) vanish. As Z is a K3 bration over P1, the normal bundle of the bre, and in
particular of S0, is trivial. The lattice N naturally embeds into the Picard lattice of S0
4This means that there is no line bundle L such that L
n = [KZ ] for any n > 1.
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and we can think of the bres as being elements of a family of lattice polarized K3 surfaces
with polarizing lattice N . By excising a bre, we may form the open space
X  Z n S0: (3.2)
The manifold X so obtained is an asymptotically cylindrical CY threefold [25]. The data
dening the pair of building blocks Z corresponding to X is enough to reconstruct
the homological properties of the corresponding TCS G2-manifold. We summarize some
relevant formulas from [25] in appendix A.
Let us remark that one may think of the J so obtained as a (non-holomorphic) K3
bration over a three-dimensional base. Such a base is furthermore a bration of a torus
over an interval for which one of the two circles of the torus collapses at each end: using
Hopf coordinates on S3, one can see that this space is indeed topologically a 3-sphere.5
This has interesting consequences for the physics of these models which we will explore
elsewhere.
3.2 Building blocks from projecting tops
A pair of lattice polytopes (;) satisfying
h;i   1 (3.3)
under the canonical pairing on Rn are called reexive and dene a Calabi-Yau manifold
X(;) embedded as a hypersurfaces in a toric variety [28]. In this construction, the
polytope  is the Newton polytope giving rise to all of the monomials of the dening
equation and the polytope , after an appropriate triangulation, denes the toric ambient
space. Crucially, the normal fan of the polytope  is equivalent to the fan over the faces of
, which allows for a derivation of simple combinatorial formulas for the Hodge numbers
of X(;) using the techniques of [53].
In a similar fashion, the building blocks used in the construction of G2 manifolds as
twisted connected sums can be obtained from a pair of four-dimensional projecting tops
; [30]. A top  is dened as a bounded lattice polytope (w.r.t. a lattice N) dened
by relations
hmi;i   1
hm0;i  0
(3.4)
for a set of (primitive) lattice points mi and m0, all sitting in the dual lattice M. The
last relation denes a hyperplane F and  \ F must be a reexive polytope F . Tops
appear naturally as halves of reexive polytopes dening Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces which
are bred by a Calabi-Yau hypersurface of one dimension lower, which is in turn dened
by the reexive pair (F ;

F ) [54{57]. Let us specialize to our case of interest, in which
N and M are four-dimensional. We may always exploit SL(4;Z) to x m0 = (0; 0; 0; 1),
and, following [58], a top with this choice of m0 is called projecting if the projection 4
forgetting the fourth coordinate maps 4()  F .
5See, e.g., gure 1 of [52].
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For any projecting top  with \F = F , F = m?0 , there is a dual top  satisfying:
h;i   1
h; 0i  0 hm0;i  0
(3.5)
with 0 = (0; 0; 0; 1). Here, our notation  is meant to indicate `dual' in the sense of the
above relation rather than `polar dual'. As a convex lattice polytope,  denes a toric
variety Pn() via a normal fan n(), as well as a line bundle O(D) on Pn(). Contrary
to the case of reexive pairs, the face fan f ( [ 0) of  [ 0 is in general not equal to,
but a renement of n() [30].
A generic section of O(D) denes a hypersurface Zs and Pf ([0) may have singu-
larities which meet Zs. Similar to the case of reexive polytopes, one can further rene the
fan f ([0) according to a (ne, star, projective) triangulation of  to nd a maximally
crepant desingularisation. In our case of interest, where Z is a threefold and P a four-
fold, such a triangulation will only leave point-like singularities in P which do not meet a
generic hypersurface.6 The smooth hypersurface Z(;) after resolution is then given by
Z(;) : 0 =
X
m2
z
hm;0i
0
Y
i
z
hm;ii+1
i : (3.6)
For a projecting top, F =  \ F and F =  \ F are a reexive pair [56]. The
hypersurface given by the vanishing locus of a section of O(D), which we denote by Z, is
bred by a K3 surface which is dened by the reexive pair (F ;

F ).
There is an intuitive way to think about the building blocks Z(;) as resulting from
a degeneration of a K3 bred Calabi-Yau threefold. Let us assume that we are given two
tops a and b which share the same F . These may be combined to form a reexive
polytope  [56, 58], which in turn denes a family X(;) of K3 bred CY threefolds.
As detailed in appendix D, such CY threefolds have a degeneration limit in which they
split into Z(a;a) and Z(b;b ), with the two components intersecting along a K3 surface
X(F ;F ). In this limit, the base P
1 of X(;) becomes very long with the K3 bre
essentially constant (and equal to S0) in the cylindrical region. If we cut X(;) along
the S1 of the cylinder in the `bulk' region, we nd Z(a;a) n S0 and Z(b;b ) n S0. We can
hence think of Z(;) n S0 as half a CY threefold. This degeneration limit generalizes the
degeneration of an elliptic K3 surface into two rational elliptic surfaces (dP9's), which are
a lower-dimensional analogue to the threefolds Z(;) considered here.
Using the above construction, one can derive combinatorial formulas for the Hodge
numbers of Z(;), as well as the (ranks of the) lattices
N
 
Z(;)

= im()
K
 
Z(;)

= ker()=[S0] ;
(3.7)
which are given in appendix B.
6The reason for this is that any ne triangulation of a face of dimension less than three leads to simplices
of lattice volume unity.
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3.3 Mirror building blocks
For a pair of reexive polytopes, it is well-known that exchanging the roles played by 
and  produces the mirror Calabi-Yau X(;) = (X(;))_. Similarly, it is a natural
operation to swap the dual pair of tops, i.e. swap the building blocks
Z = Z(;) $ Z_ = Z(;) : (3.8)
This reversing of the roles of the two tops imitates Batyrev's construction [28] of mir-
ror pairs of Calabi-Yau threefolds. Correspondingly, we will call Z;Z_ a mirror pair of
building blocks.
As suggested by the heuristics in section 2, notice that we may choose the constant
bres S0 of the cylindrical region of X = Z n S0 to be mirror7 of the bres S_0 of the
cylindrical region of X_ = Z_ n S_0 , but that all other bres will not be mirror (though
being part of algebraic mirror families). Mirror symmetry swaps the Kahler form, which
stays constant over the base, with the real part of 
, which varies over the base. Replacing
a top with its mirror hence does not correspond to bre-wise mirror symmetry. This is
very similar to the state of aairs for the large class of toric Calabi-Yau threefolds which
are K3 bred.
The above discussion also gives us another insight into the nature of mirror symmetry
of building blocks as derived from mirror symmetry for Calabi-Yau threefolds. Consider
again a Calabi-Yau threefold X(;) for which 
 is formed of two projecting tops a
and b which share the same F . As discussed in detail in appendix D, X(;) has a
limit in which in which it degenerates into Z(a;a)_Z(b;b ). Equivalently, X(;) can be
thought of as being glued from Z(a;a) n S0 and Z(b;b ) n S0. In the degeneration limit,
the P1 base of X(;) becomes stretched and all of the singular K3 bres are localized
close to the two poles. In the bulk region of the P1 base, which now looks like a cylinder,
the bre becomes constant and equal to S0. Similarly, the mirror X(;) has a limit in
which it degenerates into the mirror building blocks Z(a;a) _ Z(b ;b), with the bre in
the bulk region of the P1 becoming the mirror K3 surface S_0 . As X(;) and X(;) are
related by performing three T-dualities along the SYZ bres, which become a product of
the cylinder S1 with the SYZ bre of S0 in the bulk region of the base P1, it follows that
Z(;) n S0 and Z(;) n S0 are mirror Calabi-Yau manifolds in the sense of SYZ.
By carefully examining the combinatorial formulae of [30] one can show that (these
relations are proved in appendix C):
a) The lattices N(;) and N(;) admit a primitive embedding
N(;) N(;)  U ,!  3;19 ; (3.9)
where  3;19 is the lattice H2(S;Z) of integral cycles of a K3 surface, i.e. the unique
even unimodular lattice of signature (3; 19).8
7While it is clear that this can be done in the lattice polarized families, it is a subtle question if the corre-
sponding points in moduli space are realized in the algebraic families. We ignore this question in this work.
8Notice that this implies that a pair of K3 surfaces with lattice polarizations N(;) and N(;) form
an algebraic mirror pair [59, 60], generalizing the observation of [61].
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b) For a mirror pair of building blocks, the rank of the lattice K and the Hodge number
h2;1 are swapped
jK(Z(;))j = h2;1(Z(;))
jK(Z(;))j = h2;1(Z(;))
(3.10)
3.4 Mirror G2 manifolds
Let us now consider a G2 manifold J which is constructed as a twisted connected sum of two
building blocks, which are in turn each obtained from a dual pair of tops, Z = (;).
Using (3.10), a glance at (A.6) reveals that we can nd many G2 manifolds with the same
b2 +b3 if we simply replace one building block (or both) by its mirror, while using arbitrary
orthogonal gluing throughout. While this is certainly encouraging, it is not really what we
want: our heuristic arguments of section 2 imply that we are supposed to swap both ZnS0
with their mirrors. Also, we are looking for an operation of order two, corresponding to the
automorphism in the 2d extended N = 1 SCA of Shatashvili-Vafa [9, 20, 21]. Our heuristic
arguments further imply that the K3 surfaces S0 in the asymptotic cylinders should be
replaced by their mirrors S_0. This ts nicely with relation a) above, which states that the
bres of the mirror building blocks Z(;) and Z(;) are from algebraic mirror families
of K3 surfaces. The only ingredient missing is how to nd a matching (2.4) between S_0
given one for S0.
Recall that mirror symmetry for K3 surfaces includes a choice of B-eld and takes
place in the unique even self-dual lattice  4;20. Here  4;20 is decomposed as (see discussion
in appendix E)
 4;20 = UN  UT   2;18 with  2;18  N  ~T ; (3.11)
where N is the polarizing lattice of the family and ~T is its orthogonal complement in  2;18.
Under mirror symmetry
N $ ~T and UN $ UT (3.12)
are swapped. Let us now see the interplay of mirror symmetry for the K3 bres S0; with
the gluing. A gluing is specied by primitive embeddings
N ,!  3;19 (3.13)
and a matching of the Kahler forms ! and the holomorphic two forms 
 in eq. (2.4)
(see also eq. (A.1)). In the light of mirror symmetry for K3 surfaces, we are interested in
lifting this construction to  4;20 and to include a B-eld in the lattice N of every K3 bre
constant over the base of a building block. From the perspective of mirror symmetry of K3
it is also natural to extend the denition of the hyperkahler rotation in such a way that
gB  =  B+ as discussed in section 2. As the lattices N are only embedded into  3;19,
so that they stay orthogonal to UN , and furthermore mirror symmetry swaps UN $ UT ,
it seems natural to consider embeddings for which N also stay orthogonal to UT . Let us
hence consider a G2 manifold J constructed from two building blocks Z and another G2
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manifold J_ constructed from the mirrors building blocks Z_. Here, we use an embedding
where N stay orthogonal to UT  UN together with the mirror matching g_:
! = Re(


); Im(


+) =  Im(
 ); and B+ =  B ; (3.14)
obtained from the matching data of J
! = Re(
); Im(
+) =  Im(
 ); and B+ =  B : (3.15)
It follows from relation a) in section 3.3 that
~T(;) = N(;) ; (3.16)
so that for such embeddings the only non-trivial contributions to H2(J;Z)H4(J;Z) from
eq. (A.2) satisfy
N+ \N   (T+ \ T )  3;19=(N  + T+)  3;19=(N+ + T )
= N+ \N   ( ~T+ \ ~T ) U   2;18=(N  + ~T+)  2;18=(N+ + ~T )
= ~T + \ ~T    (N+ \N ) U   2;18=( ~T   +N+)  2;18=( ~T + +N ) :
(3.17)
As replacing both building blocks by their mirrors furthermore exchanges h2;1 with jKj
by (3.10), it now follows from eq. (A.2) that
b2(J) + b4(J) = b2(J
_) + b4(J_)
Tors(H4(J;Z)) = Tors(H4(J_;Z)) :
(3.18)
Hence both the torsion subgroups and the Betti numbers agree, so that we can conclude
H2(J;Z)H4(J;Z) = H2(J_;Z)H4(J_;Z) : (3.19)
Of course, this also implies that b2(J) + b3(J) = b2(J
_) + b3(J_) by Poincare duality.
4 Examples
4.1 Building blocks bred by a quartic K3 surface
As the simplest algebraic realization of a K3 is given by a quartic hypersurface in P3, the
simplest building block can be found as a hypersurface in P3P1 of bidegree (4; 1). In the
language of tops, this means we consider a pair of dual tops with vertices
 =
0BBB@
 1 0 0 0 1
 1 0 0 1 0
 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1CCCA ;  =
0BBB@
 1  1 3 3  1  1  1  1
 1  1  1  1 3 3  1  1
 1  1  1  1  1  1 3 3
 1 0 0  1 0  1 0  1
1CCCA (4.1)
Adding the extra ray 0 = (0; 0; 0; 1) an applying (3.6) the reproduces a hypersurface of
bidegree (4; 1) in P3  P1. Using (B.1), the Hodge numbers of Z = Z(;) are found to be
h1;1(Z) = 2 h2;1(Z) = 33 ; (4.2)
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which can easily be veried using the standard index and vanishing theorems. As detailed
in appendix D, this building block can also be found by degenerating a K3 bred Calabi-
Yau threefold. In particular, we may consider the Calabi-Yau hypersurface in P3  P1,
which is given by a homogeneous polynomial of bidegree (4; 2).
The lattice N(Z(;)) is simply (4) in this case (generated by the hyperplane class of
P3) and the lattice T is
T = ( 4) U2  ( E8)2 : (4.3)
It follows that K(Z(;)) = 0, which corresponds to the K3 bration having no reducible
bres and hence no localized divisors.
One may orthogonally glue two of these identical building blocks to a G2 manifold.
Here, the lattices N = (4) are simply embedded into dierent U summands of  3;19. Note
that this gluing is not only orthogonal, but also satises that N+ +N  is already embedded
into  2;18. It follows that
N \ T = (4)
N+ \N  = 0
T+ \ T  = ( 4)2  U  ( E8)2
j 3;19=(N+ +N )j = 20
j 3;19=(N + T)j = 1
 3;19=(T+ + T ) = 0
(4.4)
Evaluating (A.2) we nd
b2(J) = 0 ; b3(J) = 155 ; b4(J) = 155 ; (4.5)
which satises b2 + b3 = 23 + 2
 
h2;1(Z+) + jK+j

+ 2
 
h2;1(Z ) + jK j

.
Let us now consider the mirror Z_ = Z(;). From (B.1) it follows that
h1;1(Z_) = 53 h2;1(Z_) = 0 : (4.6)
Furthermore,
N = N(Z_) = ~T (Z) = ( 4) U  ( E8)2
N(Z) = ~T  = ~T (Z_) = (4)
(4.7)
so that the jK(Z_)j = 33 by (B.4) and we see (3.10) at work. Using the mirror glueing as
described in section 3.4 we nd for Z_:
N \ T  = (4)
N+ \N  = ( 4)2  ( E8)2
T + \ T   = U
j 3;19=(N+ +N )j = 2
j 3;19=(N + T )j = 1
j 3;19=(T + + T  )j = 18
(4.8)
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so that
b2(J
_) = 84 ; b3(J_) = 71 ; b4(J_) = 71 : (4.9)
Note that b2 and b4 are not swapped, but rather the 155 classes in H
4(J) are redistributed
as 84 + 71 for J_. This is already familiar from the orbifold examples in [10].
As there is no torsion in H3(J), H4(J), H3(J_) and H4(J_) it follows that
H2(J;Z)H3(J;Z) = H2(J_;Z)H3(J_;Z)
= H2(J;Z)H4(J;Z) = H2(J_;Z)H4(J_;Z) (4.10)
It is not hard to make similar examples which include torsion in H4(J;Z) and H3(J_;Z).
In all the examples we constructed, both the torsion in H2(J;Z) H4(J;Z) (as expected
from the general result (3.19)) and the torsion in H2(J;Z)H3(J;Z) are preserved under
the mirror map.
4.2 Building blocks bred by an elliptic K3 surface
We now consider examples of building blocks for which the bre is an elliptic K3 surface.
For a K3 bration in Weierstrass form without degenerate K3 bres the top a and its
dual a have vertices
a =
0BBB@
 1 0 2 2 2
0  1 3 3 3
0 0  1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
1CCCA ; a =
0BBB@
 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1  1
0 6 6  6  6 0
0 0  6 0  6 0
1CCCA (4.11)
The Hodge numbers are
h1;1(Z(a;a)) = 3 h
2;1(Z(a;a)) = 112 jN(Z(a;a))j = 2
h1;1(Z(a;a)) = 131 h
2;1(Z(a;a)) = 0 jN(Z(a;a))j = 18
(4.12)
so that K(Z(a;a)) = 0 and jK(Z(a;a))j = 131   18   1 = 112 as expected from (3.10).
In particular,
N(Z(a;a)) = U
N(Z(a;a)) = U  ( E8)2
(4.13)
The K3 bre of the mirror building block is hence also elliptically bred with two II bres.
As a second example, let us consider a top for which every elliptic K3 bre has a
degenerate elliptic bre of type II. The vertices of the corresponding top b and its dual
b have vertices
b =
0BBB@
 1 0 2 2 2
0  1 3 3 3
0 0  1 0 6
0 0 0 1 0
1CCCA ; b =
0BBB@
 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1  1
0 6 6  1  1 0
0 0  6 0  6 0
1CCCA (4.14)
The Hodge numbers are
h1;1(Z(b;b )) = 17 h
2;1(Z(b;b )) = 66 jN(Z(b;b ))j = 10
h1;1(Z(b ;b)) = 77 h
2;1(Z(b ;b)) = 6 jN(Z(b ;b))j = 10
(4.15)
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Now
N(Z(b;b )) = U  ( E8)
N(Z(b ;b)) = U  ( E8)
(4.16)
It follows that jK(Z(b;b ))j = 6 and jK(Z(b ;b))j = 66. Hence both building blocks have
reducible K3 bres.
Let us now glue Z(a;a) with Z(b;b ) by embedding the N(Z(a;a)) and N(Z(b;b ))
orthogonal and perpendicular into  3;19. We nd
Na \Nb = 0
Na \ Tb = U
Nb \ Ta = U  ( E8)
Ta \ Tb = U  ( E8)
 3;19=(Na +Nb) = U  ( E8)
 3;19=(Na + Tb) = U  ( E8)
 3;19=(Nb + Ta) = U
 3;19=(Ta + Tb) = 0
(4.17)
Hence
b2(J) = 6 ; b3(J) = b4(J) = 385 : (4.18)
For the mirror G2 manifold J
_ we now glue Z(a;a) with Z(b ;b) using the same
embedding as above with the replacement N = ~T  and N = ~T . Now
Na \Nb = ( E8)
Na \ T b = U  ( E8)
Nb \ T a = U
T a \ T b = U
 3;19=(Na +N

b ) = U
 3;19=(Na + T

b ) = U
 3;19=(Nb + T

a ) = U  ( E8)
 3;19=(T a + T

b ) = ( E8)
(4.19)
Consequently,
b2(J
_) = 186 ; b3(J_) = b4(J_) = 205 : (4.20)
so that we nd again that (4.10) holds. Again, the Betti numbers b2 and b4 are not swapped
but rather redistributed. As we have used orthogonal gluing again, the Betti numbers of
J and J_ satisfy (A.6) also in this examples.
Starting from this example, it is easy to describe singular transitions on the level of
the building blocks in which the polarizing lattice of the K3 bre changes, e.g. by blowing
down components of the II bres (with a subsequent deformation) or colliding singular
elliptic bres of the K3 surfaces (followed by a resolution). Of course, we can also have
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transitions in which the lattices K change by colliding singular K3 bres (followed by a
blowup) or blowing down components of the reducible K3 bres (followed by a deformation
of the building block). As is familiar from the case of reexive polytopes, such transitions
can be eciently described using the dual pairs of tops. Furthermore, given our mirror
construction, we can track the behaviour of the glued G2 manifold as well as its mirror
when we perform such changes. Even though, it is still an open question if the singular
manifolds in the middle of the transition allow metrics of G2 holonomy, using this technique
for the example discussed above allows to construct a plethora of closely related smooth
mirror pairs.
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A Toolkit for computing H(J;Z) from building blocks
The dieomorphism  we discussed around eq. (2.3), in particular induces an identication
g :  $  between the three-planes  determining a point in the Teichmuller space
of Ricci-at metrics. Conversely, there is a unique dieomorphism for each lattice isometry
g3;19  : H
2(S0+;Z)! H2(S0 ;Z) inducing g :  $  by the global Torelli theorem. We
may choose markings h :  3;19 = H2(S0;;Z) on the K3 surfaces such that the condition
in eq. (2.4) simply becomes
!S0 = Re(
S0)
Im(
S0) =  Im(
S0) ;
(A.1)
This marking denes primitive embeddings N ,!  3;19. Let us denote the orthogonal
complements of N in  3;19 by T. The integral cohomology groups of the resulting G2
manifolds J are then given by [25]:
H1(J;Z) = 0
H2(J;Z) = N+ \N  K+ K 
H3(J;Z) = Z[S]  3;19=(N+ +N ) (N  \ T+) (N+ \ T )
H3(Z+)H3(Z )K+ K 
H4(J;Z) = H4(S) (T+ \ T )  3;19=(N  + T+)  3;19=(N+ + T )
H3(Z+)H3(Z )K+ K 
(A.2)
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Here, the group K is dened as
K  ker()=[S0] : (A.3)
and K is its dual.
There is a particularly simple class of glueings which are called `orthogonal' in [25]:
here N+ 
 R and N  
 R are embedded orthogonally (but not necessarily perpendicular)
into  3;19. For these, the primitive embeddings N ,!  3;19 are such that
N 
 R = (N 
 R) \ (N 
 R) (N 
 R \ T 
 R) : (A.4)
As a consequence, the dimension of
(N+ \N )  3;19=(N+ +N ) (N  \ T+) (N+ \ T ) (A.5)
is always equal to the dimension of the lattice  3;19, j 3;19j = 22, so that we nd
b2(J) + b3(J) = 23 + 2
 
h2;1(Z+) + jK+j

+ 2
 
h2;1(Z ) + jK j

; (A.6)
as a consequence of (A.2).
B Hodge numbers, N and K for a building block from dual tops
In this appendix we list some results from [30] about topological properties of building
blocks constructed from tops as in section 3.2.
The Hodge numbers of a building block constructed from a pair of dual tops (;) are:
h1;1(Z(;)) = h
2;2(Z) =  4+
X
[3]2
1+
X
[2]2
`(n([2]))+
X
[1]2
(`([1])+1)`(n([1]))
h2;1(Z(;)) = `()  `(F ) +
X
[2]<
`([2])  `(n([2])) 
X
[3]<
`([3])
h3;0(Z(;)) = `
() = 0 (B.1)
Here [k] denotes a k-dimensional face of the M-lattice top , `([k]) counts the number
of integral points on such a face and `([k]) the number of lattice points in the relative
interior of such a face. n(
[k]) is the cone in the normal fan of  associated with [k] and
`(n([k])) counts the number of integral points of  [ 0, i.e. the number of rays of ,
in the relative interior of this cone.
A one-dimensional face 
[1]
F is called non-vertically embedded (nve) if there is no
face [2] of  perpendicular to F which contains [1]F in its boundary, and it is called
vertically embedded (ve) otherwise. As shown in [30] a pair of dual faces 
[1]
F ;
[1]
F , under
the polar duality of (F ;

F ), is always sitting in ; such that one of them is ve, and
the other one is nve. Whenever `([1]F )  `([1]F ) is non-zero, there are divisors Di of
the toric ambient space P which split into several disjoint irreducible components Di
on X(F ;F ). These are associated with lattice points interior to 
[1]
F and the number
of irreducible components is given by `([1]F ) + 1, where 
[1]
F and 
[1]
F are dual faces
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on F ;

F . This is not necessarily the case on Z(;), and the individual D

i are only
contained in N if the face 
[1]
F (which is also a face of ) is nve in  [30]. Consequently,
the lattice N is given by
N(Z(;)) = Pictor(XF ;F ) +
X
nve [1]F
L(
[1]
F ;
[1]
F ) : (B.2)
Here the lattice Pictor(XF ;F ) is the lattice of cycles obtained by restricting toric divisors
of the ambient toric space of the bre (this does not depend on a triangulation of F ) and
the lattice L(
[1]
F ;
[1]
F ) contains all of the irreducible components D

i of divisors Di of the
ambient space which become reducible on X(F ;F ).
The rank of N is
jN(Z(;))j = jPictor(XF ;F )j+
X
nve [1]F
`([1]F )`
([1]F ) ; (B.3)
where jPictor(XF ;F )j = `1(F )  3. It follows that the rank of K(Z(;)) is
jK(Z(;))j = h1;1(Z(;))  jN(Z(;))j   1 : (B.4)
The divisors contributing to K(Z(;)) correspond to singular bre components, which in
turn correspond to lattice points on  above F as well as points interior to two-dimensional
faces of F .
C Topological properties of mirror building blocks
In this appendix, we prove the two key properties for a pair of mirror building blocks
Z(;) and Z(;) stated in the beginning of section 3.3:
a) The lattices N(Z(;)) and N(Z(;)) admit a primitive embedding
N(Z(;))N(Z(;)) U ,! H2(S;Z) : (C.1)
b) For a mirror pair of building blocks, the rank of the lattice K and the Hodge number
h2;1 satisfy
jK(Z(;))j = h2;1(Z(;))
jK(Z(;))j = h2;1(Z(;))
(C.2)
Let us start with relation a). For a pair of reexive three-dimensional polytopes
F ;

F , the K3 surface X(F ;F ) is lattice polarized by a lattice
n(F ;F ) = Pictor(X

F ;F
) +
X
[1]
L([1];[1]) (C.3)
of dimension
jn(F ;F )j = `
1(F )  3 +
X
([1];[1])
`([1])`([1]) ; (C.4)
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where `1(F ) counts the number of lattice points on the one-skeleton of 

F . Here,
`1(F )   3 counts the dimension of independent divisor classes in Pictor(XF ;F ), which
are restrictions of toric divisors of the ambient space, and the correction term takes into
account the fact that toric divisors may become reducible on the K3 hypersurface. By
a straightforward evaluation of this formula for all 4319 cases, the complete list reexive
three-dimensional polytopes classied by [62], it can be shown that
jn(F ;F )j+ jn(F ;F )j = 20 +
X
([1];[1])
`([1])`([1]) (C.5)
Hence we cannot simply associate these two lattice polarized families as mirror pairs of
K3 surfaces, as this would imply the absence of the correction term on the right-hand
side. The intuitive interpretation of this result is that this correction term accounts both
for Kahler deformations associated with non-toric divisors and non-polynomial complex
structure deformations (of the mirror). Consequently, one may conjecture that n(F ;F )
and Pictor(XF ;F ) have a primitive embedding
Pictor(XF ;F ) n(F ;F )  U ,!  
3;19 ; (C.6)
corresponding to a mirror family of lattice polarized K3 surfaces. This relations was shown
to be true by [61] by computing the discriminant forms for all 4319 cases.
In the present case, the result of [61] implies the existence of the primitive embed-
ding (C.1) in the case that
N(Z(;)) = n(F ;F ) ! N(Z(;)) = Pictor(XF ;F )
or N(Z(;)) = n(F ;F ) ! N(Z(;)) = Pictor(XF ;F )
(C.7)
which means that the one-dimensional faces of F for which L(
[1]
F ;
[1]
F ) is non-trivial
are either all ve or all nve. In this case the non-trivial L(
[1]
F ;
[1]
F ) are all associated with
the lattice polarization of X(F ;F ), or they are all associated with X(

F ;F )
.
For more general tops, some of the L(
[1]
F ;
[1]
F ) will contribute to N(Z(;)),
whereas others will contribute to N(Z(;)) and we need a more general result. First
note each of the summands in the correction factor `([1])`([1]) will either con-
tribute to N(Z(;)) or N(Z(;)), so that the dimensions work out. However, as
L(
[1]
F ;
[1])F 6= L([1]F ;[1]F ) (see [30] for a detailed description of these lattices) and
furthermore L(
[1]
F ;
[1]
F ) \ Pictor(XF ;F ) 6= 0, (C.1) is still a very non-trivial result.
We have proven (C.1) by computing the discriminant forms for each possible such pair of
lattices and checking that they satisfy [63]
G(N(;)) = G(N(;))
q(N(;)) =  q(N(;)) :
(C.8)
This is possible as there are only nitely many reexive polytopes and for each pair of poly-
topes there are only nitely many options for which one-dimensional faces are vertically
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embedded or non-vertically embedded, i.e. contribute to N(Z(;)) or N(Z(;)). Extend-
ing the work of [61], the present authors checked (C.8) for all cases using the computer
algebra system Sage [64].
Let us now prove relation b), for which we need to evaluate the formulas (B.4) and (B.1).
As a preparation, let us quote a central result of [30] about the normal fan of tops: the
normal fan n() of a top  is equal to the face fan f () of  except for vertically em-
bedded faces 
[k]
F and the faces 
[k+1]
F;+ and 
[k+1]
F;0
which are connected to them above and
below F . For such faces, the normal fan n() contains only a single k+2-dimensional cone
which is the union of f (
[k+1]
F;+ ) and f (
[k+1]
F;0
), where f (
) denotes the cone over the
face . Consequently, f (
[k]
F ) is not present in n() for vertically embedded faces 
[k]
F .
Here, a vertically embedded face 
[k]
F is a face of  sitting in F (so it is also a face
of F ) which is contained in a vertical (i.e. perpendicular to F ) face of . In this case its
dual face [2 k] under polar duality of (F ;F ) is non-vertically embedded, i.e. it does
not sit in a vertical face of . We will use [k]F;V to denote vertically embedded faces on
F , 
[k]
F;NV to denote non-vertically embedded faces and 
[k]
R for faces not contained in F .
Furthermore, vertical faces are denoted by V and non-vertical faces by NV .
After this preparation, let us start with the formula for h2;1(Z(;)), (B.1).
h2;1(Z(;)) = `()  `(F ) +
X
[2]<
`([2])  `(n([2])) 
X
[3]<
`([3])
=  `(F ) + `0() + `1() +
X

[2]
R
`([2]R )  (1 + `([1]R ))
+
X

[2]
F;V
`([2]FV ) +
X

[2]
F;NV
`([2]F;NV ) 

1 + `([1]V )) + `
([0]F;V )
 (C.9)
Here 
[2]
R and 
[1]
R are dual faces for which f (
[1]
R ) = n(
[2]
R ) and (
[2]
F;NV ;
[0]
F;V ) are dual
faces under polar duality of (F ;

F ). Finally, 
[1]
V is the vertical face bounded by 
[0]
F;V .
Hence
h2;1(Z(;)) =  `(F ) + `0() + `1() +
X
[2] 6=[2]F;V
`([2])  (1 + `([1]))
+
X

[2]
F;V
`([2]F;V ) +
X

[2]
F;NV
`([2]F;NV )
(C.10)
Using the fact that the last line is equal to `(F )  `1(F )  1, we nally nd
h2;1(Z(;)) = `
0() + `1() +
X
[2] 6=[2]F;V
`([2])  (1 + `([1]))  `1(F )  1 (C.11)
Let us now evaluate jK(Z(;))j:
jK(Z(;))j =  4+
X
[3]
1+
X
[2]
`(n([2]))+
X
[1]
(`([1]) + 1)  `(n([1]))
  (`1(F )  3) 
X
F;V n([1])
`([1])  `([1])  1 :
(C.12)
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Using the dual faces on  (where they exist) we nd
jK(Z(;))j =  1 +
X
[0]
1 
X

[0]
F;V
1
+
X
[1]
`([1]) +
X

[0]
F;V
1 
X

[1]
F;V
`([1]F;V )
+
X
[2] 6=[2]F;V
`([2])  (`([1]) + 1)
+
X

[1]
F;V n([1])
`([1]F;V )  (1 + `([1]))
 
X
(
[1]
F;V ;
[1]
F;NV )
`([1]F;V )  `([1]F;NV )  `1(F )
= `0() + `1() +
X
[2] 6=[2]F;V
`([2])  (1 + `([1]))  `1(F )  1
(C.13)
which agrees with the expression for h2;1(Z(;)) computed above! Here, the  1 in the
rst line is due to the face 
[3]
0 =  \ F , which does not correspond to a face of .
D Building blocks and degenerations of K3 bred Calabi-Yau threefolds
Given two projecting tops (see section 3.2 for denitions) a and b which share the same
F , we may form a reexive polytope 
 = a + b . Here, we of course have to let one
of the two, say a to be above the plane F (dened by F ) and the other, say b , below
this plane. In this appendix, the `+' sign indicates that we simply take the (convex hull
of) the union of the summands.
In this section we demonstrate how a toric Calabi-Yau hypersurface X(;), can
degenerate into the building blocks associated with the tops a and b , Z(a;a) and Z(b ;b)
| see gure 2. This limit can be thought of as a generalization of the degeneration of an
elliptic K3 surface into two rational elliptic surfaces. As we also have that  = a + b
for the polar dual reexive polytope  of  and the dual tops (as dened in section 3.2),
the mirror X(;) has a similar degeneration limit into the mirror building blocks Z(a;a)
and Z(b;b ).
In the light of the SYZ bration, we may think of these two degeneration limits as
follows. In the limit, the P1 base of X(;), which is of course K3 bred, becomes innitely
long and eectively starts to look like a cylinder S1  ftg. The singular bres of the K3
bration move to the two ends of this cylinder and the bre becomes constant (equal to S0)
in the middle of this cylinder. In this picture, the open version of the building block (which
is what is glued in the TCS construction) are found by cutting X(;) in two halves in
the middle of the cylinder at t = 0. Whereas it becomes non-trivial towards the ends of
the interval, the SYZ bration is very simple in the middle: it is composed of the SYZ
bration of the K3 surface S0 and the S
1 of the cylinder. If we apply mirror symmetry,
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Figure 2. In the degeneration limit of a K3 bred Calabi-Yau threefold X(;), the singular
bres are localized towards the two ends of the elongated base. Cutting along the S1 in the middle,
we obtain the (open versions of) the building blocks Z(a;a) and Z(b;b ).
i.e. three T-dualities, in this limit, we hence end up again with a Calabi-Yau threefold of
the same structure, but now with the mirror K3 surface as the constant bre in the middle
of the interval. As mirror symmetry is realized by swapping the roles of  and  for
X(;), it must be that performing three T-dualities along the SYZ bres turns Z(a;a)
into Z(a;a).
Such a limit can be dened as follows: one rst introduces a specic one-parameter
family X of threefolds X(;) parametrized by a coordinate a, such that the bre at
a = 0 is singular. After an appropriate blow-up, the family becomes smooth and the
central bre, which is now given by ab = 0 becomes reducible. These two components
are nothing but the two building blocks, which can hence be found by setting a = 0 and
b = 0 in the family X . Taking inspiration from [65, 66], we will describe this whole set-up
by introducing a toric ambient space and dening equation for the whole family after the
blow-up. Let us rst describe the set-up in detail. Let us assume that we are given two
projecting tops a and b which intersect along F . We can chose F to be embedded in
R4 such that its vertices have the form  = (3; 0). Furthermore, a is assumed to be above
F , i.e. its vertices have the form  = (3; n+) with the last coordinate n+  0, whereas b
is below F , so that its vertices have the form  = (3; n ) with the last coordinate n   0.
Taking the union of two such tops we obtain a reexive polytope . The polar dual  is
then formed from a and b which intersect in F . As follows from their denition, a is
now below F and b is above F .
The threefold X(;) is constructed by xing a hypersurface equation in an ambient
space P obtained from a triangulation of  compatible with the K3 bration. To embed
the family X we extend this ambient space to P by introducing two new rays
a = (0; 0; 0; 1; 1) ; b = (0; 0; 0; 0; 1) : (D.1)
Let us denote the polytope formed by taking the convex hull of  together with a and
b by 

 . The maximal cones of the fan of P

 are found by taking
ha; ai ; hb; bi ; hF ; a ; bi ; (D.2)
where a, b and F are cones of P ending on maximal dimensional faces of a, b , and
F , respectively. Note that this means that the SR-ideal of P

 is such that a cannot
vanish simultaneously with any of the coordinates associate with points on b below F
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and b cannot vanish simultaneously with any of the coordinates associate with points on
a above F .
We now dene the family X as given by
P =
X
m2
cm
Y
2
zhm;i+1 = 0 (D.3)
in P. Here each monomial corresponds to a point on the polytope
 =
 
b
0
!
+
 
b
1
!
+
 
b
 1
!
+
hX
n=1
 
na
n  1
!
: (D.4)
where h is the height of a below F (takes as a positive number) and na are all lattice
points on a at height n. The decomposition of a into the na is forced on us by demanding
that hm; i   1. Note that a sits below F , which leads to a non-positive inner product
of (a; 0) with a. In particular, h(na ; 0); ai =  n.
First note that for any non-zero ab in a small disk around ab = 0 we get a smooth
Calabi-Yau threefold X(;). Let us now investigate the geometry of the central bre,
which splits into the two components a = and b = 0.
Let us rst consider b = 0. Due to the SR-ideal of P, this means we can set all
coordinates  corresponding to lattice points on a which are not on F to 1. Furthermore,
for any m such that
hm; (0; 0; 0; 0; 1) i >  1 (D.5)
the corresponding monomial in (D.3) vanishes. We hence nd
P jb=0 =
X
m2b
cm
Y
2b
zhm;i+1 
hm;(0;0;0;1)i
a : (D.6)
which is precisely the dening equation of Zb;b , where a plays the role of 0.
Similarly, for a = 0, we can set all coordinates  corresponding to lattice points on
b which are not on F to 1 and for any m such that
hm; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1) i >  1 (D.7)
the corresponding monomial in (D.3) vanishes. This means that
P ja=0 =
hX
n=0
X
m2na
Y
2a
zhm;i+1 
n
b
=
X
m2a
Y
2a
zhm;i+1 
hm;0i
b ;
(D.8)
so we also recover Za;a , with b playing the role of 0.
Let us perform the degeneration limit for a simple example. Consider the reexive
polytope constructed from two copies of the top used in section 4.1,
a =
0BBB@
 1 0 0 0 1
 1 0 0 1 0
 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1CCCA ; b =
0BBB@
 1 0 0 0 1
 1 0 0 1 0
 1 0 1 0 0
0  1 0 0 0
1CCCA (D.9)
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The corresponding Calabi-Yau threefold is simply given by a hypersurface of bidegree
(4; 2) in P3  P1. Denoting the homogeneous coordinates of the P1 by [z1 : z2] and the
homogeneous coordinates of the P3 by [x1 : x2 : x3 : x4], the dening equation of the family
X is of the form
z21
 
aP (x) + 
2
abQ(x) + 
3
a
2
bR(x)

+ z1z2
 
S(x) + abT (x) + 
2
a
2
bU(x)

+ z22bV (x) ;
(D.10)
where P (x); Q(x);    are homogeneous polynomials in the xi of degree 4. The Stanley-
Reisner ideal of P is simply given by (a; z2) and (b; z1). Hence we nd that a = 0 is
simply given by
z1S(x) + bV (x) = 0 (D.11)
in P3  P1 where now the P1 has homogeneous coordinates [z1 : b], so that we recover the
canonical form for Z(a;a). Similarly, Z(b;b ) is given by b = 0 which gives
z2S(x) + aP (x) = 0 (D.12)
in P3P1 where now the P1 has homogeneous coordinates [z2 : a]. Note that the constant
bre along the bulk region of the base of the K3 bred Calabi-Yau threefold in the limit
ab ! 0, which is a = b = 0, is given by the quartic K3 surface
S(x) = 0 (D.13)
in P3.
A generic hypersurface in P3  P1 of bidegree (4; n) has
n  4  33 (D.14)
singular bres over which the bre has an A1 singularity [67]. A Calabi-Yau hypersurface in
P3P1 hence has 216 singular bres and its Euler characteristic is correspondingly given by
(2  216)  24 + 216  23 =  168 : (D.15)
The building blocks Z(a;a) and Z(b;b ) hence each have 108 singular bres and their
Euler characteristics satises (compare with the Hodge numbers computed in section 4.1):
(2  108)  24 + 108  23 =  60 : (D.16)
In the degeneration limit, the 216 singular bres are distributed into 2  108 bres which
move towards the ends of the elongated P1. Note that these Euler characteristics satisfy
(X(;)) = (Z(a;a))  24 + (Z(b;b ))  24 ; (D.17)
which ts with the fact that we can cut X(;) into
 
Z(a;a) n S0
 q Z(b;b ) n S0 q
(S0  S1). We expect such relations to hold in complete generality, but are not going to
prove them here.
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E Mirror symmetry for K3 surfaces
In this section, we review some aspects of mirror map for algebraic K3 surfaces [59, 68]. The
Teichmuller moduli space of Ricci-at metrics on K3 surfaces is given by the Grassmanian
T 3;19 = O(3; 19)
O(3)O(19) ; (E.1)
times R+ representing the volume. The threeplane 3 appearing in this Grassmanian can
be thought of as being spanned by the Kahler form ! and the real and imaginary parts of
the holomorphic two-form 
.
The Teichmuller moduli space of N = (4; 4) K3 -models is a also a Grassmanian,
this time of four-planes 4 in  
4;20 
 R [59, 68]
T 4;20 = O(4; 20)
O(4)O(20) : (E.2)
This space is isomorphic to
T 4;20 = T 3;19  R+  R3;19 : (E.3)
Here, the rst factor are the geometric moduli of the K3 surface, the second factor is
the volume of the K3 form, and the third factor is the B-eld, which takes values in
H2(K3;R). As we are interested in algebraic K3 surfaces, we will x 
 in 3 making a
choice of complex structure.
The explicit form of the above isomorphism (E.3) depends on a choice of embedding
of U in the unique even unimodular lattice  4;20 which is called a geometric interpretation
of the -model. Let us denote the generators of UN = H
0(K3;Z)H4(K3;Z) by v0 and
v. With a choice of complex structure, the explicit isomorphism is then given by

^ = 
  (
 B)v
!^ = !   (! B)v
B^ = B + v0 +
1
2(!  !  B B)v
(E.4)
as the vectors in  4;20 spanning 4. For algebraic K3 surfaces, it is natural to furthermore
require that 
  B = 0, so 
^ = 
 sits purely in  3;19. In this case we may use that
 3;19 = UT   2;18 and exploit the fact that for z 2 C 
 and z
 give equivalent complex
structures to choose a parametrization
Re(
) = Re(
)2   (Re(
)2  Im(
)2)w
Im(
) = Im(
)2 + w0 +
1
2((Re(
)2)
2   (Im(
)2)2)w :
(E.5)
Here UT is spanned by w0 and w and Re(
)2 and Im(
)2 denote the projections to  
2;18
R.
Mirror symmetry for K3 surfaces can be formulated in terms of an automorphism of
the lattice  4;20 which identies the two-plane spanned by B^ and !^ with that spanned
by the real and imaginary parts of 
^. This is equivalent to choosing dierent geometric
interpretations. For a given geometric interpretation UN ,!  4;20, we must have  ? v
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and, for algebraic K3 surfaces, B ? 
. If we exchange UN with UT we hence arrive at a
new geometric interpretation with
Re(
)2 = ! Im(
)

2 = B
! = Re(
)2 B = Im(
)2:
(E.6)
This connects two dierent geometric interpretation which correspond to the same point in
the moduli space of the -model. Note that for algebraic families, we wish to furthermore
exchange the complex structure moduli with the Kahler moduli, so that we are led to
consider a pair of lattices ~T and N with primitive embeddings
~T ,!  2;18 ; N ,!  2;18 (E.7)
and N = ~T?, which are exchanged under mirror symmetry. Here N is the polarizing
lattice and T = UT  ~T is the transcendental lattice of the (generic member of the family
of) lattice polarized K3 surfaces under consideration.
For K3 surfaces which are toric hypersurfaces X(;), such a pair of lattices is found
as Pictor(X;) and n(F ;F ) [61], or, more generally N(Z(;)) and N(Z(;)) for a
dual pair of projecting tops (see appendix C).
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